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Submission to the ACCC - National Lotteries and Newsagents Association application for 
authorisation AA1000515 — interested party consultation 
 
Background 
 
The Australian Newsagents Federation (trading as the Australian Lottery and Newsagents 
Association - ALNA) has a strong interest in collective bargaining arrangements, as authorised 
collective bargaining has been utilised and undertaken by our organisation for many years due to a 
power imbalance between individual member agents and their large suppliers in negotiations.  
 
For this reason we appreciate this opportunity to comment as an interested party on the application 
for authorisation lodged by the National Lotteries and Newsagents Association (NLNA) (the 
Applicant), seeking authorisation to collectively bargain with Tabcorp. 
 
Currently the Australian Lottery and Newsagents’ Association (ALNA) is the only lottery and 
newsagent’s association to hold national authorisation to collectively bargain on behalf of members 
throughout Australia with a wide range of counterparty targets including Tabcorp. ALNA is the 
national industry body representing Lottery Retailers and Newsagents’ and it represents small 
businesses in almost every rural town, regional centre, urban and metropolitan shopping centre in 
Australia. 
 
Over many years key industry stakeholders, and importantly lottery retailers, have been advocating 

to end the fragmentation of industry representation in this sector and to move to a more 

economically efficient model with a single national representative body and one voice. This is critical 

for the sustainability, survival and growth of the newsagent and lottery industry, which like most 

sectors in the current economic climate is very fragile. It also makes it more efficient for the 

government and regulators to deal with the industry effectively and without confusion, which is 

more important than ever. 

ALNA has answered this challenge again and again, through its actions showing a flexible capacity to 

work in affiliations with state bodies over many years and most recently through a series of key 

mergers and the establishment of a national office and lottery operations to support members in 

every state and territory in Australia.  

In the last few years ALNA has merged with the Lottery Agents Association of Tasmania (LAAT) in 

2018, with Lottery Agents Queensland (LAQ) in February 2019 and with the Lottery Retailers 

Association (LRA) in Victoria in April 2019 to achieve industry unity and efficient representation. We 
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have representative General Managers and other staff who are based in and who cover the 

following jurisdictions, QLD, NSW/ACT, VIC, SA/TAS/NT & WA as well as our head office in NSW. 

The applicants parent entity VANA Ltd which is a state based newsagency association and whose 

members used to be affiliated with ALNA, launched a new body, the National News and Lotteries 

Agents Ltd (NNLA) in October 2018 which had a similar member structure and purpose to the new 

NLNA (applicant) entity, but which we understand was subsequently closed in 2019 as it didn’t 

appear to be well supported or to meet a specific and unprovided for need in the industry. They 

then launched the National Lottery & Newsagents Association (NLNA) in February 2020. 

Despite this activity, ALNA reached out and initiated dialogue again with the applicants parent entity 

VANA in the latter part of 2019 and again in early January 2020 and offered to flexibly and 

constructively work with them toward the betterment of the broader industry, but despite 

seemingly positive intent, it became clear in February 2020 when VANA launched NLNA that this 

dialogue was not seemingly genuine as they had already registered the new NLNA entity business 

name prior to some of this occurring and without further flagging their intent.  

Nonetheless, ALNA is as committed as ever to providing an efficient representative body nationally 

and to working with any associations who have an interest in achieving progress, and unification not 

division of representation of Newsagents and Lottery agents, as we have been doing.  

 

Integrity of collective bargaining, the applicant, and the application 

As previously noted, ALNA has been a strong supporter of the ACCC small business collective 

bargaining regime for many years. A regime that has moved from initial strong opposition by the 

TPC/ACCC to substantial permission of such arrangements, which have positively assisted us in 

addressing the power imbalance between small businesses and their large suppliers in negotiations. 

However, there is a need for the regime to maintain integrity and ALNA has expressed such concern 

in relation to the proposed class exemption previously. 

Collective bargaining authorisation is a serious matter as it exempts parties to collective bargaining 

arrangement from possible legal action under the CCA. Such authorisation is a technical legal 

instrument of exemption and this should not be misconstrued as overall ACCC approval of an 

applicant and its operations.  

Collective bargaining authorisation is about small businesses getting together, it is not about trade 

associations or other groupings or business models using an authorisation to foster their own goals. 

Collective bargaining groups of small businesses should be at the centre of any authorisation and not 

the persons or organisation who claim to represent them and their strategies. The latter are to 

facilitate the hoped-for outcomes for a collective bargaining group. 

We are concerned about the integrity of this application as the Applicant (NLNA) appears to simply 

be a re-badged Victorian Authorised Newsagents Association (VANA Ltd) and sadly the application 

seeks to further divide the industry for questionable purpose.  

The NLNA constitution (attached) indicates that only subscribers can elect the initial board and the 

only subscriber is VANA and its directors. VANA seems to control this new body, for instance at 
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clause 43.2 there cannot be more independent directors than VANA directors. So, who does it really 

seek to represent and what is its intent? 

While putting these governance issues to one side and how they impact what is promoted as 

supposedly a nationally representative body, it is not at all clear in the application whether there are 

other NLNA members who are lottery agents in addition to VANA and who can become a part of any 

collective bargaining group with the target (Tabcorp) and how such members become members? 

The applicant is trying to sign up ‘subscribers’ not ‘members’ which mean different things in their 

constitution. Whilst it is clear from an earlier email (attached) to VANA members that it is intended 

at least that VANA members are to be ‘subscribers’ of NLNA, it is not clear if they are already 

‘members’, yet the application in 1.2 says that ‘each member of VANA also has automatic 

membership of the NLNA’.   

The public benefit claimed by the Applicant is already obtained for VANA members by way of the 

long standing VANA authorisation. It appears that the authorisation is simply not necessary and is 

technically flawed as it adds nothing to the public benefit flowing from the VANA authorisation, and 

we feel the commission should be concerned about authorising something that you have already 

authorised. 

As such and to our earlier point, this application appears to be more about facilitating hoped-for 

outcomes aligned with having a national collective bargaining group rather than one that exists now. 

Before the ACCC carefully considers the application, the Applicant, who bears the onus to prove that 

the application be granted, should show why the authorisation as a so-called national body is 

needed.  Have several SA, TAS and WA lottery agents sought to join VANA as members for example, 

so a national name that is unhelpfully confusing in its similarity to the Australian Lottery and 

Newsagents Association (ALNA) was warranted to suit? There is no evidence in the application of the 

NLNA being national other than the claim by the applicant that it is and that its needed. 

Further, if there are agents in other states that wish to join VANA, they could already and can and 

the VANA authorisation would already cover them.  

What seems to be intended here is a name change and some marketing positioning around being a 

national body with authorisation and then to seek members once authorised. By way of context, 

some of our members are receiving over 20 emails from this organisation a month with questionable 

claims about what they do and don’t do and they have now appointed commission based tele sales 

people to sell subscriptions with nothing in their advertised role that would require member service, 

yet they have been promoted to the industry as business development managers. So, the 

authorisation tag potentially becomes a marketing tool for subscription sales rather than a solution 

to an existing problem with an existing national group of small business members who need to be 

collectively represented. 

The Applicant does not seem to propose to act like a trade membership association either, more like 

a for profit marketing/buying group type business with subscribers, even though it calls itself a 

“Charity” in its constitution.  

Newsagents are some of the most marginal businesses in Australia and this may get worse in the 

post COVID era. They need collective bargaining and strong representation and ALNA was heavily 

involved with all Governments in the COVID negotiations on issues such as the mandatory tenancy 
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code, business closures, Jobkeeper arrangements and now IR reforms and arguably it was extremely 

successful in its advocacy, keeping a threatened industry open and trading nationally when many 

others had to close. This did not happen by accident, it happened through co-ordinated collective 

action by a strong national body and its members with reach and relationships. 

Governments do not like multiple representatives of the same industry and are concerned that 

those said to represent a particular sector do so and hence it is incumbent on the ACCC not to give 

groups status that they do not deserve. 

Much of ALNA’s work benefits the whole industry including many non-members and we have 

experienced staff who can actually help non-members with issues, and we do this all of the time. 

The newsagency sector is fragile and in need of professional consolidated representation, previously 

VANA had membership reciprocity with ANF (ALNA) but moved away from this. Such links were 

notified to the ACCC some years ago. It is submitted that the ACCC should not authorise an 

application that is unnecessary. That makes mockery of public benefit. Even more so, any so-called 

urgent interim authorisation as VANA members are already protected. 

The target of the application is TABCORP, Tabcorp is about lotteries and not wider newsagent 

services and suppliers. We estimate about half of VANA members are lottery agents and the 

applicant has not been specific about which are and are not, and which other lottery agents they 

represent in other jurisdictions or that these have been consulted with about this application. The 

NLNA Constitution states that the Company Secretary must keep a Register of members? Has this 

been provided to the ACCC? 

As the small businesses named in the application are already looked after by VANA and the rationale 

for seeking the authorisation at 3.1 (c)- are all unnecessary as the existing VANA authorisation 

already covers them, and there is no evidence that anyone will not be part of a collective bargaining 

regime or could not have access if the authorisation is denied. The applicant has not proved that 

there will be a public benefit that will arise.  

Another matter of note is that on the actual application the details of the proposed conduct at 3.1 

(a) go much further than other authorisations and read as if they are to become part of the Tabcorp 

structure.  

So, in summarising the public benefit or lack thereof.  

Does this authorisation achieve the economic goals of efficiency and progress? We counter that it 

does not and in fact it reduces efficiency in professional representation for lottery retailers as it is 

questionable if this is what agents would receive if they ‘subscribed’ and most likely something else 

entirely, and it holds back progress and is superfluous with existing authorisations in place.  

Will authorisation and any negotiations result in public benefits such as improved transaction cost 

savings, improved input into contracts and improved retail competition by lottery agents? 

The applicants parent entity and its members named in this application already have authorisation 

and have stated they want to retain this. So, any additional public benefit in conducting a single 

coordinated negotiation process rather than a series of individual ad hoc negotiations covering 

common issues is negated. 
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The application does not reduce duplication of negotiation, approval and monitoring processes it 

actually increases them and is not likely to lead to any significant cost savings.  

It is also unlikely that this authorisation will result in improved retail competition by lottery agents in 

the retail market or savings benefiting consumers, as the price of lottery products is set by 

regulators and VANA already have authorisation to collectively bargain on behalf of their members. 

In conclusion, we believe there is plenty of evidence that the application is unnecessary and the 

ACCC should have concerns about the public benefit likely to result from the proposed arrangements 

and the integrity of the collective bargaining process as a result. 

Based on the application and the opaque information provided and our arguments set out in this 

submission, the ACCC should not approve the application and certainly not approve any interim 

authorisation. Furthermore, there is no indication that the scope for input on contracts and price for 

lottery retailers will in anyway be limited by not approving this application, or that anyone will not 

be part of a collective bargaining regime as a result of denying it. 

Your sincerely 

 
Ben Kearney 
 
Chief Executive Officer  
Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association  
Suite 1.9, 56 Delhi Road, North Ryde, NSW 2113  
D  | M  | E  
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From: EXTERNAL - Ben
Sent: Monday, 15 June 2020 12:11 PM
To: EXTERNAL - Ben
Subject: FW: The benefits of joining the National Lotteries & Newsagents Association (NLNA)
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Revenue Pillars 
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Amazon Hub 

 

We get foot traffic in via Amazon Hub - spinning 

online back into retail. Newsagents receive 

monthly commission. With the lockers the 

retailer is hands off. Most lucrative point is 

essentially these Amazon buyers are 16-24 age 

bracket and new people / buyers into the 

newsagency channel - what an opportunity for 

an on sell with cards & gifting & Lotto. 

 

  

  

Learn More  
 

  

 

 

NSTOCK 

Nstock is our wholesale buying platform that is 

available to you upon subscription. Quality 

items that the public want i.e. Gifting items, and 

general items like Sunglasses and Pop 

Sockets, Handbags and luggage etc. We buy at 

below wholesale pricing and you the newsagent 

gets a healthy margin and all the hard work is 

done by NLNA in procuring quality items at 

great margin. 

  

Learn More  
 

  

 

How to Improve your income workshops  

You subscribe to us and you become a part of 

our family. We are here to improve your income. 

We give you guidance to get in the green zone 

at Tatts, and we get the industry pillars into the 

workshops so you can hear firsthand what’s 

happening in the industry. We assist in 
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Industry leading Events  

 

Celebrating our great industry and keeping it 

vibrant healthy and relevant.  

  

Learn More  
 

  

 

 

merchandising and all areas that can improve 

your income with Nine, Newscorp, Tabcorp, 

Amazon Hub, Greeting Cards and Nstock 

pillars. 

  

Learn More  
 

  

 

 

Ladbrokes silent-seller monthly income 

  

Learn More  
 

  

 

 

 

 

Cost Savings 
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1) We reduce costs Insurance - Free Lotto Insurance & EFTPOS - Tyro least cost 
routing-real savings. 

        

2) Subscribe now only $40.00 per month +GST, most competitive and incredible 
value for what you receive. 

 

  

 

 

Opportunity  
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TABCORP - We have a seat at the table - and work coherently & cohesively to assist 
members to maximise YOUR income especially via our support at Roadshows and 
via our Digital newsletter and Social media platforms. 
Distribution - We have a formalised steering committee co-ordinated by us with both 
Newscorp & Nine senior management Our management of this demonstrates again 
we are proactive and with meetings every quarter. 
Communication - Digital Newsletter 90% of Newsagents open our newsletter via you 
tube on their phone. We know this is only 35% at best on mail chimp. social media - 
Instagram sharing great photos of our Newsagents and the industry. It’s positive 
and exciting. The industry applauds it.   
How To Improve Your Income Workshops - Industry pillar updates and 
Merchandising advice to improve your income. Fully catered for events. 
Industry support - Launched on Sydney Harbour 25th February 2020 - demonstrates 
the industry is  supporting us  with Senior Executive Teams from Tabcorp , 
Newscorp , Nine , Amazon Hub , Tyro , Fitzpatrick Insurance , Ladbrokes , 
Henderson Greetings and ACCO BRANDS  attending ,the industry believe we are 
heading in the right direction. Innovative and dynamic. 

 

  

 

 

Strength of the Organisation  
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Stability - 141 years of proven performance and financial stability. NLNA Board -Dynamic, 
innovative, experienced and highly professional. The key driver is always improving income for 
newsagents. IR/HR Weekly UPDATES. 
Government – From the Prime Minister to the Treasurer to the Federal Small Business 
Minister, Every Premier in every state along with every small business minister and Liquor & 
Gaming Minister in every state has been written to along with an attachment of the NLNA Press 
Release. Government relations is a key component for change in our industry, we are driven by 
outcomes. 
Publicity and Promotion- Keeping our industry positive and energised and recognising the 
great small retailers in our community. 

 

  

Press Release  
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To: EXTERNAL - Ben
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VANA EXPANSION 
 

  

  

  

 

5th June 2020 

 

We are pleased to announce a further expansion to the VANA team with 

the recruitment of two new Business Development Officers Karen 

Aaarsman and Asher Yuen. 
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As the most influential, relevant and powerful Association in Australia 

we think it’s important ALL Victorian newsagents are VANA Members 

to enjoy the benefits we offer like- 

  

 Ninsurance (competitive premiums for your insurance renewals) 

 Tyro (Tap & Save least cost routing) 

 Blueshyft (iPad parcel pick up & Ladbrokes) 

 Amazon Hub (Lockers)  

 

 How To Improve Your Income Workshops (Physical or via zoom) 

 Government representation & advice on Job keeper, small 

business grants and rent relief 

 Lobbying with Tatts, Newscorp, Nine & Bauer Media we have a 

seat at the table with the industry pillars. 
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 NSTOCK wholesale buying platform -Trio Rouge, Passport Eye 

Wear, Pop Sockets, Milleni Leather and Toys Link. 

We are here to reduce costs, increase foot traffic and most of all 

improve income. 

 

Have a good weekend. 

 

You are not alone! 

 

Regards, 

Brendan Tohill  

CEO  

VANA 
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